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ABSTRACT 
We introduce a fundamental quantity associated with a P-matrix and show how 
this quantity is useful in deriving error bounds for the linear complementarity 
problem of the P-type. We also obtain (upper and lower) bounds for the quantity 
introduced. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, there has been a growing literature concerned with 
global error bounds for the linear complementarity problem and related 
mathematical programs. These include a paper by Mangasarian and Shiau [8], 
a very recent paper by Mangasarian [6], and two papers by Pang [ll, 121 
which contain error bounds for the nonlinear complementarity and the 
linearly constrained variational inequality problems. In these papers, upper 
bounds which are defined in terms of some measures of the residue, are 
derived for both the absolute and relative errors of an arbitrary approximate 
solution. No lower bounds are obtained, however. Other related papers 
include [9], which establishes, among other things, the global Lipschitz 
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continuity of the solution to a linear complementarity problem with a 
P-matrix as a function of the constant vector; and [5] and [7], which provide 
upper bounds f or the exact solutions to monotone complementarity problems 
in terms of feasible solutions. 
The present paper treats the linear complementarity problem with a 
P-matrix; our goal is to derive some global upper and lower error bounds of 
(approximate) solutions to such a problem. The approach we take is to 
introduce a basic quantity associated with an arbitrary P-matrix and to derive 
the error bounds in terms of it. The bounds derived are similar to the ones 
obtained in the case of solving nonsingular systems of linear equations, the 
latter being expressed in terms of the condition number of the matrix 
defining the equations. We also derive (upper and lower) bounds for the 
basic quantity introduced for a P-matrix and relate one such bound to the 
diagonal stability of the matrix. 
2. A FUNDAMENTAL QUANTITY 
We recall that an n x n real matrix M is a P-matrix if all its principal 
minors are positive. Among many equivalent definitions of such a matrix, one 
characterization states that M E R nxn is a P-matrix if and only if for every 
XER”\{O} 
max xi(Mx), > 0; 
l<i<n 
(1) 
see [3]. Let IIxII~ d enote the square root of the quantity on the left-hand side 
of (1). Then, for a P-matrix M, the function f : R” -+ R 
f(x) = Il~llM 
defines a prenonn [4] on the vectors x in R”. If M is the identity matrix, this 
prenorm 11. (lM reduces to the m-norm 11. (I,; thus, 11. II,,, may be thought of as a 
generalization of the m-norm to a P-matrix. In general, 11. IIM is not a norm; 
indeed, it is not difficult to show that if M is a P-matrix, then I(* (I*, is a norm 
if and only if M is a positive diagonal matrix. 
Obviously, the function f is continuous. Thus, the quantity 
a(M) = min Ilxll& 
I/*/I, = 1 
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is well defined, finite, and positive. Moreover, for an arbitrary vector x E R", 
the following inequality holds: 
(2) 
Since the inverse of a P-matrix is also a P-matrix, we may replace M with its 
inverse M - ' in (2), make the substitution y = M-lx, and obtain the inequal- 
ity 
(3) 
Since for each i 
it follows easily from (2) that 
Moreover, by setting y = x in (3) and multiplying the resulting inequality by 
(2), we deduce 
a(M)a(M-')< 1. (5) 
It is also not difficult to derive the following bounds for the ratio 
LY(M)/LY(M-~): 
IlMlli a 
Q(M) 1 
a(M-') 's' (6) 
Indeed, let y be a vector with llyllm= 1 such that cr(M)= Ilyll;. Then, from 
the inequality (3), we obtain 
a(M-') 
from which the right-hand inequality in (6) follows. The left-hand inequality 
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in (6) can be proved by reversing the role of M with M- ’ and applying the 
right-hand inequality to this substitution. 
3. THE LINEAR COMPLEMENTARITY PROBLEM 
We now use the quantity a(M) defined in the last section to derive error 
bounds on approximate solutions to the linear complementarity problem 
q+MxzO, x 20, xT(q + Mx) = 0, 
which we shall denote by LCP(q, M). To start, we derive bounds for the 
exact solution of the problem. In the following result, (- q)+ denotes the 
nonnegative part of the vector - q. 
LEMMA 1. Let M be un n X n P-matrix, and let x denote the unique 
solution of LCP(q, M). Then 
4M-‘)ll(- q)+Ib ll~llm~ 4M)-‘ll(- q)+ ho. (7) 
Proof. With no loss of generality, we may assume that x is nonzero, or 
equivalently, that q is not nonnegative. Since x solves LCP(q, MI, we have 
by (2) 
= lyy4(- d+h G IId#- q)+ IlocI . . 
from which we obtain the right-hand inequality in (7). 
To prove the other inequality, we note that Mx 2 - q. Thus, 
WI 2 (Mx)+ 3 (- q)t 
and 
IIM~llm 2 II( - q)+ l/m. 
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By (3) and the fact that xi(9 + Mxh = 0 for each i, we deduce 
\I(-9)+ IIf Q “(M-1)-1 lF”‘fnxi(Mx)i 
= “(M-1)-l ma d- 9h 
ldi<n 
Q 4~-1)-111doll(- 9)+ IId 
from which the desired left-hand inequality in (7) follows. W 
Note that it is the vector (- 9)+, and not - 9, that serves to define the 
magnitude of the bounding term in the inequality (7). Our next result 
concerns bounds for the absolute error. 
LEMMA 2. Let M an n X n P-matrix. Let x denote the unique solution 
of LCP(9, M), and let u be an arbitrary n-vector. Then, 
’ Ilmin(u,q+Mu)I(,~Ilx-ull,~ ‘~~~~‘“llmin(.,4+nlu)ll~~ 
1+ Wllm 
(8) 
where the min operator denotes the componentwise minimum of two vectors. 
Proof. Let u=min(u,q+Mu)andw=q+Mx.Thenthevector y=u 
- o satisfies the following complementarity system: 
y a 0, z=q+(M-Z)v+My>O, yTz = 0. 
Thus, we have for each i 
0 > (y - x)~(z - w)~ = (u - D - x)~( - o + M(u - x))~ 
In particular, for the index i for which 
(U - X)i(“(u - x))i = maxj(u - x)j(M(u - x))j, 
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we derive from the above inequality and the condition (2) that 
a(M)llu - ‘It Q t” - x)i”i + vi(“(u - ‘>>i Q (I+ II”llm)llDIl~llU - xlIco, 
from which the right-hand inequality of (8) follows readily. 
To prove the left-hand inequality of (81, consider an arbitrary index i and 
suppose that vi > 0. Suppose also that wi = 0. Then, 
On the other hand, if xi = 0, then 
IOJ = ui < ui - xi =G IIU - XII,. 
Thus, we conclude that if z)~ > 0, then 
bil G (l+ II”llm)llu - Xllm’ 
The same inequality can be proved if vi < 0. This therefore establishes the 
left-hand inequality of (8) and completes the proof of the lemma. n 
The quantity Ilmin(u, 4 + A4u)(lm in the expression (8) is the residue of 
the vector u with regard to LCP(q, M). When u = 0, this residue is equal to 
the quantity II( - q)+ (Jm appearing in (7). Note, however, that the bounding 
constants in these two expressions are not the same. 
Combining the above two lemmas, we obtain the following relative error 
bounds. 
THEOREM 1. L.et M be an n x n P-matrix. Let x denote the unique 
solution of LCP(q, MI, and let u be an arbitrary n-vector. Assume that 
(- q)+ # 0. Then, 
4W Ilmin(upq + Mu) IL 
1+ IlMllm IK- 4)+ IL 
IIX - 4x 1+ II Wlm lImin(u,q + Mu)lL 
G IlXllm G a(M-‘)a(M) IK-d+IL . (g) 
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REMARK. The two multipliers of the 
respectively less and greater than 1. 
4. BOUNDING cu(M) 
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relative residual term in (9) are 
The derivation in the last section establishes the fundamental role the 
quantity a(M) plays in the error bounds of LCP(q, M). It is therefore useful 
to be able to compute o(M). Unfortunately, this is not an easy task. As an 
alternative, we derive bounds for this important quantity. For this purpose, 
we introduce the related quantity 
where A(A) denotes the smallest of the real eigenvalues (if any exists) of a 
P-matrix A. The above minimum ranges over those principal submatrices of 
M which indeed have real eigenvalues. Included in this range are the 
singleton p-sets; these correspond to the diagonal entries of M, which must 
be positive. In general, according to a characterization of a P-matrix [3], if 
M,, is a principal submatrix of M, then each of its real eigenvalues must be 
positive. Consequently, 6(M) IS a well defined, finite, and positive quantity; 
moreover, we have 
6(M)<min{M,,:i~(l,...,n}). (IO) 
If M is a symmetric P-matrix, then the constant 6(M) reduces to the 
smallest eigenvalue of M by the interlacing property of eigenvalues [4, 
Theorem 4.3.151. The following result gives an upper bound for a(M) in 
terms of S(M), which in view of the last inequality (10) provides an 
improvement over the bound given in (4). 
PROPOSITION 1. Let M be an n X n P-matrix. Then 
(y(M) f S(M). 
Proof. Write 6 = 6(M). By the definition of 8, the matrix M - 61 
cannot be P. Thus, there exists a vector f with ]]g]lm = 1 such that 
max Wi( M - 61)Y), Q 0. 
l<i<n 
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as desired. n 
The above result shows that the quantity (y(M) admits an upper bound 
which is in terms of the smallest of the real eigenvalues of the principal 
submatrices of M. It seems natural to ask whether a lower bound for a(M) 
can be obtained in terms of such eigenvalues only. More specifically, the 
question is: Do there exist a constant c > 0 and a function f, both depending 
only on rz, such that a(M) 2 cf(6(M))? The following simple 2 X 2 matrix 
answers this question in the negative. The same example also demonstrates 
that lower bounds for a(M) must involve quantities other than these 
eigenvalues, and that the off-diagonal entries of M possibly play some role in 
these bounds. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the matrix 
where t is any nonzero number. Clearly, M and its principal submatrices all 
have eigenvalues equal to 1. It is easy to show, however, that (Y(M) < l/t”, 
which implies that a(M) tends to 0 as t -+ a. 
In the sequel, we derive three results giving lower bounds for the 
quantity a(M). The first result establishes a lower bound for an arbitrary 
P-matrix M which is defined in terms of the quantity 6(M) and the 
off-diagonal entries of M. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let M he an n X n nondiagonal P-matrix. Let u E (0,l) 
be arbitrary. Define the two scalars 
2 
i#j r=6(M). 
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Define the numbers (a i : i = 1,. . , n) inductively by 
a, = min{S(M), ar), 
(1- c+)“a; 
‘i+l= for ial. 
r 
Then a(M) > a,. 
Proof. Inductively, we observe that for i = 1,. . , n, 
a,<ar. (11) 
We show by induction on k E (1,. , n) that if N is a principal submatrix of 
M of order k, then a(N) > uk. This is clearly valid for k = 1. With no loss of 
generality, we may assume that if N is a principal submatrix of M of order 
n - 1, then a(N) > u,_r. Under this inductive assumption, we now prove 
that a(M) > a,. Let f be a vector with ]]5]lm = 1 such that a(M) = 11511;. Let 
t = min{]?i]), and suppose that this minimum is attained at the index i,. Let 
E E (0,6(M)) be any scalar. Define 6’ = 6(M) - E and r’ = c”/S’. Then, by 
[3, Theorem 3.31 the matrix M - 6’1 remains P. Thus, it follows that 
max Zi(( M - 6’Z)f)i > 0, 
lii<n 
which implies that 
a(M) > 6’t”. (12) 
Let N denote the principal submatrix of M with row i,, and column i,, 
removed; similarly, let y be the (n - D-vector obtained by removing compo- 
nent i, in 5. Then 11 yllm= 1, and for i # i,,, 
yi( Ny), = gi f Mijfj - Mii,,fie 
j=l 
< a(M) + ct 
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Q(M) 2 cr(N)- ct > a,,_, - ct, (13) 
where the last inequality follows from the inductive hypothesis. Combining 
the two inequalities (12) and (13), we deduce 
u(M) > min max(6’t”,a,,_, - ct). 
t>o 
By an explicit calculation of the right-hand minimax quantity in the above 
expression, it is easy to show that 
Since for every 4 > s > 0 
Jl+y),l+~s-;sa>l, 
and since s = 4a,_, /r’< 4 by (11) and the fact that r’> r, it follows that 
?-’ 2u,,_, 
i 
2a;_, a 
o(M)87 --- 
r’ r rZ I 
UK-,(l-- u,,_, /r’)” 
r’ 
The above derivation holds for any E E (0,6(M)). Thus, we may pass to the 
limit as E + 0 and deduce by (11) 
a(M) > 
u~_,(l- a,_, /r)” tz_,(l- CT)” 
> =a ,L 
r r 
as desired. W 
Our second lower bound concerns the case where the matrix M is 
diagonally stable, i.e., when there exists a positive diagonal matrix D such 
that DM is positive definite (but not necessarily symmetric). This latter class 
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of P-matrices is very broad; see [2] for a recent study of such matrices. To 
derive this next lower bound, we introduce the symmetric rank-two matrix 
Ai = 
eierM + MTeieT 
2 
for i = 1,2,..., n. Here e, denotes the ith unit vector. This matrix Ai is 
obtained by symmetrizing the ith row of M and substituting zeros in all 
other entries of M. It is then easy to see that 
11xll& = max r*A,r. 
l<i<n 
(14) 
The following result gives a lower bound for the quantity a(M) when the 
matrix M is diagonally stable. 
hOPOSITION 3. Let M be an arbitrary n X n diagonally stable matrix. 
Then 
(15) 
where S denotes the unit simplex in R” and p,(Q) denotes the smallest 
eigenvalue of a symmetric matrix Q. In particular, if M is itself positive 
definite, then 
where @ denotes the symmetric part of M. 
Proof. Let 
Since each Ai is a symmetric matrix, and since the smallest eigenvalue is a 
continuous function of the entries of the matrix, it follows that the above 
maximum is indeed attained. Since M is diagonally stable, there exists a 
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positive diagonal matrix D such that DM is positive definite. Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that the diagonal entries of D sum to unity. 
Clearly, Cy=, DiiAi is just the symmetric part of DM, whose smallest 
eigenvalue is positive. Consequently, L(M) > 0. 
Let x E R” be an arbitrary vector with ]]x]J_ = 1. Suppose that the 
maximum in L(M) is achieved by the vector x E S. Then we have by (14) 
from which the desired inequality (15) follows. Finally, if M is itself positive 
definite, then a/n is equal to the convex combination of the Ai’s with each 
hi equal to l/n. Consequently, the desired bound on a(M) follows. This 
completes the proof. n 
The computation of the lower bound L(M) is not completely trivial, but 
can be somewhat simplified by noting that the constant L(M) is equal to 
(16) 
in which the multipliers hi are not required to be nonnegative. The reason 
for this is that the least eigenvalue of a symmetric matrix is always bounded 
above by the smallest diagonal element of the matrix; thus the maximum in 
(16) cannot occur at a A with a negative component. In turn, the computation 
of (16) can be turned into an unconstrained optimization problem involving 
the maximization of the minimum eigenvalue of a symmetric matrix by 
eliminating one of the variables Ai using the equation C r= 1 Ai = 1. This latter 
eigenvalue-maximization problem has been the subject of several recent 
papers, one of which is [lo], where a highly efficient solution method is 
described. 
Our last result concerns an H-matrix with positive diagonals; such is a 
real square matrix M for which there exists a positive vector d such that for 
all i, 
Miidi > c IMijldj. 
j#i 
(17) 
It is known that any H-matrix with positive diagonals is diagonally stable (see 
e.g. [l, Theorem 6.2.31). F or such P-matrices, we can derive a particularly 
simple lower bound for a(M). 
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hOPOSITION 4. Let M be an H-matrix with positive diagonals. L.et a 
denote the comparison matrix of M, i.e., 
Mij = 
Mii 
if i= j, 
-(Mijl if i#j. 
Then, for any vector p > 0, the vector d = M-‘p > 0, and 
(Y(M)> 
(mini pi)(mini di) 
(maxj dj)” . 
(18) 
Proof. By the theory of nonsingular Minkowski matrices [l], the matrix 
LG has a nonnegative inverse; thus the vector d = M-‘p is positive for any 
positive p. Moreover, d satisfies the condition (17). 
To prove the inequality (18), consider first the case where d is the vector 
of all ones. This is equivalent to the case where the matrix M is strictly 
diagonally dominant. Let x E R” be an arbitrary vector with IIxll,= 1, and i 
be an index achieving the maximum in ]]xllm. With no loss of generality, we 
may assume that xi > 0. Then, xi = 1, and it is easy to verify that 
IIxII$ > (Mii - C lM,il)XF = Pi, 
j#i 
Thus, the inequality (18) holds in this case. 
In general, let M be an H-matrix with positive diagonals, and let p and 
d be as given. Let D be the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries equal to 
the di’s. Then the matrix N = MD is strictly diagonally dominant, and the 
above derivation implies that Q(N) > mini pi. Let x E R” with ll~l]~ = 1 be a 
vector achieving the minimum in the quantity a(M). With the change of 
variables y = D-lx, we obtain 
which implies, by (21, 
dMb( i mindi cy(N)]lyll~. 1 
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Since x = Dy, we derive 11 yllm > (maxi dj) -i in view of the fact that 11~11~ = 1. 
Consequently, using the established inequality for c-u(N), we derive the 
desired inequality (18). n 
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